Program federation is assembling a software system from cooperating but independent application programs. 
Introduction
We use the term program federation to refer to assembling a software system from cooperating but independent application programs. Combining existing large-scale components has several well-known benefits: reduced cost of construction, better modularity, greater concurrency, and increased potential for reuse.
Manual programming is typically used to combine and coordinate the components of a program federation. While such a manual process can achieve some of the benefits of program federation, it fails to realize these benefits fully. Moreover, a manual process is unnecessarily tedious and error-prone.
We have built an experimental system called DeCo (for Declarative Coordination) to automate aspects of the construction of program federations. A program federation is expressed in the functional programming language Haskell [12, 8] , extended with constructs for large-grain program description and coordination. The DeCo system itself consists of approximately 2200 lines of Haskell. It is built using the Glasgow Haskell Compiler [13] and runs on the Linux operating system.
There are two key elements to DeCo's approach to program federation.
Federation components, as well as the federation itself, are described in Haskell, facilitating manipulation by the framework. Besides enhancing comprehension and documentation of the federation, this degree of formality allows DeCo to check the consistency of the federation and enables several kinds of automation. Aspects of program federation that are automated include: reformatting data; converting data streams among files, channels, and program values; synchronizing the execution of component application programs; and managing directories and files.
The federation is specified declaratively. Declarative specification makes both DeCo's formal automation and a federation author's informal automation simpler and more effective. The declarative approach leads to explicit, concise, and separate specification of program federation issues, much as for component adaptation issues as described in [3] .
DeCo is targeted at scientific model federations suited to large-grain coordination, that is, where the unit of execution tends to be an entire invocation (possibly repeated many times) of a program component. The constituent models tend to be existing application programs, usually large and written in imperative programming languages such as Fortran. They communicate, as whole programs, through files and operating system channels, rather than as subroutines via shared variables or message passing. The models deal with many, often large files containing data in a variety of formats.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the architecture of the framework provided by DeCo. Section 3 describes a case study in which we used DeCo to federate two existing scientific models. Section 4 reviews the ways DeCo helps to automate the task of program federation. Section 5 discusses our experience to date with DeCo. Section 6 mentions selected related work. Section 7 concludes.
Framework architecture
This section outlines the architecture DeCo presents for creating program federations. We first introduce the major concepts by describing the main components of a federation. Subsequently, we treat DeCo's typing and execution models. Then we describe some of the operations used to construct a federation, to prepare for later examples. Finally, we briefly discuss some pragmatic issues concerning files and directories.
Main components
The preexisting components from which a federation is constructed are application programs and data files. DeCo models these entities with the more abstract notions of executor and stream to present a simple yet rich semantic model for coordination. These abstract notions are realized as concrete Haskell entities in the Haskell code that constitutes the federation.
A stream is represented by the abstract datatype Ø Ø.
Ò ÛØÝÔ Ø Ø
An entity of type Ø Ø represents a stream whose contents are of type Ø. The type of a stream is arbitrary, and thus so also is its size.
Note that the parameter Ø in Ø Ø describes the entire contents of the stream; though common, repetition of items in a stream must be specified explicitly. Thus, Ø Ö denotes a stream consisting of a single character, while Ø Ö denotes a stream consisting of a sequence of characters. The use of the term "stream" is intended to indicate that the stream's contents are read and written in order from the beginning toward the end, not that the stream implicitly contains a repetition of items. At the same time, the name Ø is chosen for the abstract type to emphasize that a stream's contents can be treated as a whole, as will be described in Section 2.3. A stream's contents can exist in one of three forms: as a Haskell value, as the contents of a file, or as the contents of a channel (the data read from or written to an operating system file descriptor). By making Ø an abstract type, the framework allows the three forms of stream to be used interchangeably while accommodating different sorts of data connection between programs in an efficient manner.
An executor is represented by a Haskell function whose result has the abstract type Ø.
Ò ÛØÝÔ Ø
Having a result type of Ø allows a function to manipulate streams.
The most important kind of executor is one that serves as a proxy in the federation program for an existing application program. Such an executor invokes a DeCo-supplied utility to start a subordinate process, having set up input and output connections appropriately. On the other hand, an executor may also be implemented purely in Haskell, creating no subordinate process. Such an executor might be used to transform stream contents from one type to another, for example. However an executor is implemented, it is used in the same way. Moreover, since an executor is simply a Haskell function, it is first-class: it may be higher-order, it may be partially applied, etc.
A stream connection represents a unidirectional data flow between executors. The executor providing the stream (and hence defining the contents of the stream) is termed its producer. The executor using the stream (and hence relying on the contents of the stream) is termed its consumer.
The fact that federation metadata-descriptions of the federation's components-are expressed in Haskell is crucial to DeCo's capabilities. First, it means that Haskell type checking ensures the consistency of a federation. Second, it allows DeCo to mediate stream connections between executors where there exist discrepancies.
The expression of the federation itself is also given in Haskell. A federation is cast simply as an executor that interconnects preexisting external components, using streams, other executors, and metadata.
The abstract datatype Ø is an extension of Haskell's built-in type ÁÇ Ø, which is used for input/output actions.
Hence, an executor, whose result type is Ø, may perform such impure actions as part of its execution. Function Ó makes an executor from an ÁÇ action.
Ó ÁÇ ¹
Naturally, DeCo uses Ó extensively on behalf of a federation. Federation code would use Ó directly to perform ÁÇ actions not provided by DeCo. For example, a federation could read environment variable "È ÌÀ" as follows.
Ô Ø ¹ Ó´ Ø ÒÚ È ÌÀ µ
A federation is executed with ÖÙÒ .
ÖÙÒ ËØÖ Ò ¹ ¹ ÁÇ
The function ÖÙÒ is passed a list of option strings and an executor. The executor is executed and its result returned. The design of the executor abstraction-in particular, that an executor can serve as a proxy for an application program-has another advantage. A federation expressed as a Haskell program can be used as an application program in a yet larger federation. Thus, federations compose cleanly and can be built hierarchically.
Typing model
To allow for widely varying data storage formats while providing maximum flexibility for data streams, DeCo defines a two-level typing scheme.
The (abstract or high-level) type of a stream, expressed as a Haskell type, captures the high-level semantics of the stream data.
The (concrete or low-level) representation of a stream, encoded separately, specifies the storage format of stream data in a particular context.
By separating the essential type of data from its packaging as a stream, the typing model provides several key benefits.
DeCo's notion of stream compatibility is simple and clear, being defined in terms of Haskell types.
Stream compatibility is very general, as it is defined to ignore matters of representation.
DeCo can automatically mediate between a stream producer and its consumer when the produced and consumed representations differ.
Recall that a stream has the Haskell abstract type Ø Ø, for some Ø. The type parameter Ø exactly encodes the high-level type of the stream. As a result, Haskell's type checking ensures that streams are used in a type-safe manner. Moreover, Haskell's type inferencing relieves the federation programmer in most cases from the need to declare stream types explicitly.
At the level of data storage, the contents of a stream are deemed to consist of a sequence of bytes. The low-level representation of a stream is cast as a translation between a stream of bytes and a Haskell value of the appropriate type. A decoding function translates a stream of bytes to a Haskell value. An encoding function translates a Haskell value to a stream of bytes.
An important property of (low-level) representations is that there may be more than one of them for a given Because both representations shown above are suitable for a stream with type ÁÒØ , say, a producer generating such a stream using one representation may be connected to a consumer expecting the other representation. DeCo automatically converts between representations by decoding the stream contents from the produced representation to a Haskell value and then encoding that value to the consumed representation. As described in the next section, such reformatting is done incrementally, which is important for correctness as well as efficiency. Moreover, DeCo completely avoids such reformatting when the produced and consumed representations match.
Execution model
A federation is essentially expressed as a directed dataflow graph, where the nodes are executor invocations (executions) and the edges are stream connections among them. Federation control flow-that is, the temporal sequence of executions-is derived automatically from the data flow. The characteristics of the stream connections among executions imply the appropriate synchronization among those executions and allow DeCo to realize the inherent concurrency of the federation automatically. The complexities of this data-flow machinery are hidden from the federation programmer by the abstract type
Ø.
Complexities of a related sort are hidden by the abstract type Ø Ø. In certain situations, it is essential that a stream be accessed incrementally. That is, a consumer must be able to consume earlier portions of a stream before later portions of that stream are generated by a concurrent producer. Such incremental access is important both for long streams (and obviously necessary for infinite streams) and for streams whose production is subject to large or unbounded delays.
At the same time, it is useful to treat the contents of a stream in its entirety, as a single Haskell value. Stream processing-especially data transformation-is greatly simplified if the entire contents of a stream can be directly pattern matched, passed among functions, mapped over, etc. Eliminating the need for explicit, incremental manipulation of stream contents allows for a much more declarative treatment of stream data.
Fortunately, these two seemingly contradictory views of a stream can be reconciled by exploiting Haskell's ability to read lazily. A Haskell input operation that reads and returns the remaining contents of a file or channel (such as Ö Ð or Ø ÓÒØ ÒØ×) returns an unevaluated string whose successive characters are subsequently read from the file or channel (via a runtime system buffer, for efficiency) when their values are later demanded by the program. This feature relies crucially on Haskell's nonstrict evaluation semantics.
As an example, consider the following executor, which transforms a stream consisting of a sequence of pairs by interchanging the elements in each pair. (Haskell's Ñ Ô makes from its argument a function that applies to each element of its argument list. DeCo's ØÖ Ò× ½ ½ makes from its argument an executor that transforms its single input stream by applying to the stream's contents.)
Even though the transformation is expressed in terms of the stream contents as a whole, stream access remains incremental. Note also that × ÕËÛ Ô is naturally polymorphic:
it can be applied to streams containing lists of pairs of any two types.
Federation construction
Although a stream usually can and should be manipulated without regard to its form (as value, file, or channel), this is clearly not always possible. A federation must commit to the form of a stream where it originates and where it terminates, including at the interface to an external program. For this purpose DeCo provides types with which to describe the forms of a stream.¯´ Ð Ô Ø Ö ÔÖ Ð Øµ represents a file with pathname Ô Ø containing data of type Ø in representation Ö ÔÖ.´ ÒÒ Ð Ü Ö ÔÖ ÒÒ Ð Øµ represents a channel with extended file descriptor Ü containing data of type Ø in representation Ö ÔÖ.
(Î ÐÙ Ú Ð Ò Î ÐÙ Ø) represents a value Ú Ð with finish value Ò. Although the detailed mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper, the finish value enables detection of "run-on" streams in the context of lazy reading of stream contents.
The types described above are used with the following conversion functions.
When immediate conversion to or from a simple value is desired, the following functions are useful.
In addition, the function ÖÓÑ is overloaded and can substitute for ÖÓÑ Ð , ÖÓÑ ÒÒ Ð, and ÖÓÑÎ ÐÙ , and the function ØÓ is overloaded and can substitute for ØÓ Ð and ØÓ ÒÒ Ð.
We can now present an example of a complete-though very simple-federation. The following applies the swapping data transformation of the previous section to a file " Ü¹ Ò" to produce a file " Ü¹ÓÙØ". The input stream is declared to have type Ø ´ÁÒØ¸ ÓÙ Ð µ . In both files, each pair is represented textually on its own line.
Files and Directories
During the execution of a federation, three directories are maintained by DeCo.
The top directory is the directory that was current when the federation began execution. The top directory remains fixed for the duration of federation execution. It serves as a reference point within the invoker's directory environment.
¯The run directory is a new directory created when the federation begins execution. It is the root of a directory subtree that serves as a repository for new files created by the federation. The run directory name and location are under control of the invoker of the federation. The run directory remains fixed for the duration of federation execution.
The current directory is a directory within the subtree rooted at the run directory that associates a portion of that subtree with the currently executing federation code. The current directory starts out equal to the run directory but may vary under control of federation code. It defines a "directory scope" during execution.
In particular, it provides the default initial directory for external program invocations.
The operating system maintains a "current working directory" for a process that may vary during process execution. Varying the current working directory during federation execution, however, would lead to unpredictable results, because executors are implemented as concurrent Haskell threads. Instead, DeCo leaves the actual current working directory unchanged and provides a virtual one (the current directory introduced above) that works properly in the presence of multiple threads.
Federation code manages the current directory with Ò Ö.
Ò Ö Ð È Ø ¹ ¹ Ò Ö Ö Ø creates a directory named Ö in the current directory, then performs Ø with Ö as the current directory. In other words, Ò Ö opens a new, temporary, directory scope for the execution of a subordinate action. Note that, although the current directory reverts after the subordinate action completes, the file subtree rooted at the newly created directory persists.
DeCo's interpretation of pathnames is extended to provide access to the top, run, and current directories, as shown in the following table. The remainder of a pathname with the indicated initial character is interpreted relative to the corresponding directory.
@ top # run $ current
In addition, a pathname beginning with a » character is interpreted as usual, whereas a pathname beginning with a character other than these four ( °») is interpreted relative to the top directory (as if it were preceded by ).
Having described the design of DeCo, we now proceed to apply it to a realistic case study.
Case study
DeCo was applied to a realistically complex case study in order to assess its effectiveness. The case study involved the federation of two existing environmental models for aspects of the Neuse River estuary in eastern North Carolina. The first models estuary water quality through time, given initial concentrations, inflow rates, and outflow rates of water constituents, plus meteorological data for the modeled time period. The second models chemical processes in the sediment underlying the river, computing fluxes of constituents between water and sediment.
The water model is a single program of approximately 9300 lines. The sediment model consists of two programs, whose total size is approximately 4700 lines. Both models are written in Fortran 77. (Note that DeCo makes no restriction with respect to the source language of a component program. External programs to be federated may be written in any language.) Together the two models read and write dozens of files during their execution.
The goal of combining these two models was to obtain a more precise simulation of the physical, chemical, and biological processes occurring in the Neuse River estuary. When run separately, each model makes simple assumptions about the other's medium: the water model about the sediment, and the sediment model about the water. In the federation, each model provides a more sophisticated simulation of its medium for the other model.
The water model operates in two spatial dimensions. It models depth by dividing the river into half-meter-thick layers. It models length along the course of the river by dividing the river into 59 segments, with an average length of just over one kilometer. Width of the river is not modeled.
Besides the two spatial dimensions, the water model incorporates time. The desired simulation period is divided into many time intervals. During each interval (from earlier to later times), the various physical parameters are computed for each layer of each segment, moving along the river in the downstream direction.
The sediment model, on the other hand, treats neither time nor space; its calculations apply to a single point where water and sediment meet. Given concentrations of relevant constituents in the bottom water, it computes fluxes for these constituents between sediment and water.
In federating the water and sediment models, then, we need to address both temporal and spatial mismatch. We divide the overall simulation period into time steps and arrange for the two models to alternate execution. During each step, each model evolves its own medium, taking initial conditions from the other model's last execution and delivering final conditions to the other model's next execution. As sediment naturally evolves more slowly than water, we adopt a time step appropriate for the sediment model and Because the sediment model's calculations depend on environmental parameters measured at only four sampling stations along the river, we replicate the sediment model for each of these four regions to cover the length of the river. Data passed from the water model to the sediment model are averaged within each region and over the water model substeps that correspond to a single federation time step. Conversely, data from the four instances of the sediment model are replicated for the segments corresponding to a region and then joined along the river's length before being passed to the water model. Figure 1 illustrates how the two models divide the study area of Neuse River estuary differently and how this spatial mismatch is resolved. The narrow bands that cross the river's width represent the water model's segments, numbered 2 through 60 above the river. These segments are grouped into four regions, numbered 1 through 4 below the river. Each region contains one sediment sampling station, shown in the figure as a thick dot.
The program federation for the Neuse River study is too large to show here in its entirety. Instead we give several fragments as examples of federation code. We do not attempt to explain every detail of these examples; their purpose is rather to give a sense of the level of expression of federation code.
We start by considering a single step of the main iteration, during which the water model is executed once and the sediment model four times, as described earlier. 
The function Ó ÈÇ defines the proxy executor for external program "Ó ÈÇ ", one of the two programs comprising the sediment model. ("odePOC" stands for "ordinary differential equation, particulate organic carbon".)
Program "Ó ÈÇ " takes a stream with type Ë Ê ÁÒ and representation × Ê ÁÒ on its standard input (channel 0). The program creates a file named "È Ö Ñ Ø Öº " in the current directory with type ËØÖ Ò and representation Ø ÜØ. (Ø ÜØ, defined simply as a tail sequence of 8-bit ASCII characters, is used when a more specific description of a stream's contents is not needed.) The single argument " " to the program selects batch-like behavior; the program was designed for interactive use as well.
Automating model federation
In this section we review the ways in which DeCo helps to automate the tasks of program federation. The first three subsections note specific features of the framework, whereas the last describes a general capability resulting from the fact that DeCo is based on and built in Haskell.
Stream mediation
Automatic stream mediation is one of DeCo's major benefits. Provided the producer and consumer of a stream agree on the stream's type, mismatches in both data representation and form are automatically resolved.
Recall that the representation for a stream is specified separately from its type. The type specifies the conceptual format for the stream contents, while the representation extends that specification to the contents' actual format in terms of a byte sequence. The producer and each consumer of a stream must agree on the stream's type, but they may disagree on its representation. When a consumer's desired representation differs from the actual one, DeCo inserts adaptation code automatically to reformat the stream's contents for that consumer. This adaptation code is added only when needed and is transparent to the federation programmer.
The contents of a stream can exist as a file, an operating system channel, or a Haskell value. With DeCo a stream's form is independent of both its type and its representation, so that streams of all three forms can be used interchangeably. DeCo mediates mismatches in actual and desired stream form by converting the actual form to the desired one. As for stream representation, the adaptation code is added only when needed and is transparent to the federation programmer.
In particular, when two external programs share a stream connection for which they agree on the stream representation, and where the actual and desired forms for the stream are both (independently) either file or channel, then the stream contents are communicated directly, with no adaptation code required. That is, after setting up the stream connection (which may involve opening a file, creating a pipe, or creating a symbolic link), DeCo steps aside, and the stream communication proceeds with no additional overhead.
Program synchronization
Because DeCo uses a data-flow execution model, the federation programmer is relieved of the responsibility for synchronizing the execution of the cooperating application programs. Programs are run when their input data streams are available. For example, if a program takes a file as input, its execution will not be started until the file has been completely written. On the other hand, if the program reads a stream via its standard input, the program can begin execution once its corresponding channel has been opened, even though not all of the stream has yet been written.
The fact that DeCo manages program synchronization reduces the context dependence of a component program. As a result, a component program can more easily be used in different federations, or in different contexts in the same federation. As a program federation evolves, changes to the forms of inputs to component programs are automatically reflected in the synchronization of these programs.
A further benefit of the data-flow approach is that the potential concurrency among component program executions is evident. DeCo naturally exploits this concurrency. Indeed, in cases where two or more component programs communicate in pipeline fashion, it is often important that these programs execute concurrently.
File and directory management
The management of files and directories can be a practical headache for a sizable program federation. DeCo eases this burden with two simple, declarative features.
A portion of federation execution can be performed in a fresh subdirectory of the current directory using Ò Ö ×Ù Ø, which performs action Ø in newly created subdirectory ×Ù . The effectiveness of this simple construct relies on the ease with which an arbitrary portion of federation execution can be expressed as a single expression in Haskell.
File pathname syntax and semantics are extended by treating several additional initial characters specially. File pathnames beginning with the characters °r efer to files relative to the top, run, and current directories, respectively. By reducing the dependence of a filename on its context, this feature facilitates changes to the overall directory structure of a federation.
Ad hoc automation
Program federations can be complicated, either because they comprise many and varied components, or because considerable code may be required to adapt some components to others, or both. A common example of the latter situation is the need to adapt not only the representation but also the type of a stream output by one component and input to another. The complications of a particular program federation are opportunities for ad hoc automation. The abstraction facilities of a high-level language such as Haskell provide powerful tools for realizing such automation.
Discussion
In this section we give brief assessments of our experience using and implementing DeCo.
Case study experience
The use of DeCo in the Neuse River case study has been both pleasant and effective. The separate specification of stream type and stream representation copes with varying data formats while allowing streams to be treated abstractly. The abstraction of the form of a stream's content (as file, channel, or value) successfully supports the data-flow approach while allowing (in cooperation with lazy stream reading) the contents of a stream to be treated as a whole. Synchronization of component programs according to their mutual data flows makes for a highly declarative expression of control flow. Simple but declarative DeCo features reduce the burden of file and directory management to a minimum. Overall, these features maximize interoperability and reusability for federation components and make DeCo effective at automating program federation.
Based on the Neuse River case study alone, a conclusion cannot yet be drawn concerning conciseness and efficiency of program federation using DeCo. The Neuse River program federation consists of approximately 850 lines of code, a substantial amount given the conciseness of Haskell and DeCo. However, approximately 600 lines (70%) deal with the rather complex data formats of the two models, so we believe the amount of code is not excessive for the problem.
A current shortcoming in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler's runtime system has prevented us from precisely comparing the time spent executing the federation itself to the time spent in the federation's subordinate program executions. However, coarse wall-clock timing during execution of the case study shows that the executions of the subordinate Fortran programs heavily dominate. Although more precise measurement is desirable, DeCo performance is clearly not a limiting factor in the Neuse River case study.
Use of Haskell
The use of Haskell has been very positive, both as a base for the program federation language and as a base for the implementation of DeCo.
As the base for the federation language, Haskell offers a highly declarative foundation that eases construction of a declarative domain-specific language. Haskell's abstraction capabilities-especially monads, higher-order functions, polymorphism, and type classes-allow the federation language to be both simple and powerful. Haskell's strong typing provides static consistency checking for federation programs, while its capable type inferencing minimizes the number of type annotations needed. Haskell's power and expressiveness make it easy for a federation programmer to provide the "connective tissue" that is inevitably required in federating existing components.
Haskell has as well been a successful base for DeCo implementation. First, all of the advantages cited above concerning its use as a base for the federation language pertain to its use as a base for framework implementation. More specifically, however, the power, simplicity, and efficiency of Haskell's concurrency (threads) support made design of DeCo not only feasible but also elegant and relatively easy. The availability of an interface to Posix capabilities made programming the external interactions of DeCo quite comfortable. Finally, the expert and willing assistance of the volunteers who build, maintain, and use the Glasgow Haskell Compiler system was invaluable.
Related work
Researchers have taken many different approaches to component-based software integration and coordination. Here we mention some of the major approaches to help put DeCo in context. Some frameworks focus on component integration; notable examples are Polylith [14] and GenVoca [1] . At a high level these systems are similar to DeCo: they describe a federation declaratively as a graph of components. However, they seek reuse through component interchangeability, which calls for standard component interfaces, whereas DeCo seeks reuse by describing existing components such that interface mismatches can be automatically mediated.
Other frameworks stress component coordination. Some of the many alternative coordination mechanisms employed (and representative frameworks using them) include: files (Unix shells), queues (also called streams and channels) (Weaves [7] ), message passing (Field [15] ), and shared variables/memory, either local (Strand and PCN [6] ) or global (Linda [4] ). As DeCo uses the first two of these mechanisms (files and queues), it is most similar to Weaves: both implement data-flow semantics for coordination (with richer topologies than the linear pipelines provided by typical shells) while allowing freedom of implementation for the components being coordinated, both treat streams as more structured than simple byte sequences (though DeCo's streams are more rigorously typed), and both provide stream mediation. DeCo differs most from Linda: whereas with Linda the coordination language is simple and largely separate from the computation language, with DeCo the coordination language is very rich and used for more than simple coordination.
Most frameworks, including those mentioned specifically above, target coordination at a considerably finer grain than does DeCo. This difference may be the most significant one between DeCo and these other coordination frameworks. DeCo's focus on whole program executions puts it in a class with shells and scripting languages. The main benefits that DeCo offers compared to traditional shells and scripting languages include: better typing (especially of data streams), more powerful computational capabilities, implicit control synchronization, and better composability and interoperability for programs. Aside from DeCo, a small number of explicitly functional shells exist. Notable examples include scsh [16] (based on Scheme) and the shell included in Famke [18] (based on Clean, like Haskell a nonstrict functional language). Compared to DeCo, both lack implicit control synchronization, and scsh doesn't provide the same sort of stream typing.
DeCo is constructed as a domain-specific embedded language (DSEL). As such it follows a recent trend toward basing DSELs on Haskell [9] . Examples of other application domains (and representative DSELs) for which Haskell-based DSELs have been built include web programming (HaXml [19] and WASH/CGI [17] ), hardware description (Lava [2] and Hawk [10] ), animation (Fran [5] ), and robotics (Frob [11] ).
Conclusions and future work
We have presented DeCo, a declarative coordination framework for scientific model federations. Specifications in DeCo are concise and convenient. The nature of DeCo's abstractions and the language Haskell on which it is based help to automate the task of program federation.
With DeCo, data are treated abstractly as streams, for which the data type, data representation, and form (as value, file, or operating system channel) are specified separately. The type gives the high-level semantics of the stream and is checked by Haskell. The representation gives the lowlevel encoding of the stream. The set of representations is readily extended to handle formats particular to a federation. The various forms of stream content facilitate reuse of streams in different contexts. DeCo automatically resolves mismatches between the actual and desired representations and/or forms of a stream.
External programs and Haskell functions are treated similarly and abstractly as executors. Haskell type checking ensures that executors are combined properly. Control flow is derived from the data flow among executors rather than
